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"In bringing economics to bear on procreation and children, 
a new dialogue between data and theory has begun." 

--Theodore W. Schultz (1974) 

I. Introduction 

The docl..lITEnt that finally emerged frcm the deliberations at the World 

Population Conference held in Bucharest in August 1974 as a ''World Plan of 

Action" gave emphasis to sovereign rights and htmJan rights, to the inter-

national econanic order, and to the reduction of nnrtality and reccmnended 

integration of family planning with health programs, but was unfavorable 

to employing disincentives to reproduction. At that Conference, India' s 

Minister for Health and Family Planning, Karan Singh, said, "It will be dif-

ficult for many countries to accept family limitation as a goal in itself 

unless it is clearly linked to a more equitable distribution of world 

resources," and "Population policy • . . cannot be effective unless certain 

concomitant econanic policies and social programs succeed in changing the 

basic determinants of high fertility. It has truly been said that the best 

contraceptive is developrrEnt." However, in 1976 during the period of emer-

gency rule in India, a vigorous program of canpulsory sterilization was 

officially advocated in sorrE States~ en 16 April 1976, Karan Singh, in an 

official statement on national population policy said, "to wait for education 

The author is grateful for the comments and suggestions on an earlier draft 
given by T. Paul Schultz, Mark Rosenzweig, T. W. Schultz, Finis Welch, 
William P. Butz, Yoram Ben-Porath and members of the Labor and Population 
Workshop at Yale University, Agricultural Economics Workshop at the University 
of Chicago and the Works.hop on Human Resources Economics at the University of 
California, Los Angeles. The helpful research assistance of Richard Beach 
and Ruth Daniel is gratefully acknowledged. The usual caveats of responsibility 
apply. 
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and economic development to bring about a drop in fertility is not a prac-

tical solution." As Kaval Gulhati (1977) reported "sorre professionals 

in the family planning establishrrent, dismayed at this new direction in 

- India's population policy, argue (i) that India has never provided volun-

tary birth control services effectively on a mass scale, as, say, Korea 

and Taiwan have done, and (ii) that canpulsory rneasures will be counter-

productive by increasing resistance to family planning of any kind." The 

historic defeat of the party led by Mrs. Indira Gandhi at the general elec-

tions held in March 1977 was interpreted at least in part as a result of 

a "backlash" from the mass sterilization camps in the so-called 11vasectany 

belt" of Northern India. 2 

The adoption of policy options such as compulsory sterilizations 

during the period of ernergency in 1976 in India and the emphasis on the 

supply of birth control services in the past perhaps reflected a natural 

but nonetheless one-sided technocratic view of what is essentially a so-

cial problem. As T. Paul Schultz (1974) observed, "it seems far sinpler 

to promote a better birth control technology than to learn why parents 

want the number of children they do and be prepared to promote the desirable 

social and economic changes that will modify those reproductive goals. For 

example, expenditures on family planning that seek to lower the suppl}' price 

of roodem birth control technology, reducing the cost (pecuniary and sub-

jective) of restricting fertility, is a widely approved policy respon5e. 

Alternatively, expenditures on, say, public health and nutrition programs 

that seek to reduce child death rates, contributing to a downward shift 

in parent demand for numbers of births, is thought to be a counter-productive 

or at best a controversial policy strategy. .Both sets of policy· options-

-... ~ ~-. 
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the "supply" and "demand" sides--need further elaboration and quantitative 

study to enable decision makers to select an equitable and efficient mix 

of family planning and development policies for each social setting." (~~is 
Even though some people may believe that the crux of the population 

problem in low-incane countries like India lies in the field of politics 

rather than in the field of economics3 an attempt is made in this paper 

to examine some econanic determinants of fertility in rural India in the 

belief that knowledge of factors that influence the decisions of parents 

with regard to the number of children they want to bear and rear is im-

portant for appropriate population policy. Fortunately in recent years, 

there is greater awareness am::>ng economists and policymakers in India 

that the households' decisions on expenditures or "investments" in human 

capital such as education, health, nutrition and chi.ldren are important 

in influencing the rate and pattern of econanic growth and incane distri-

bution. However, very little research work was done in extending the eco-
·. 4 nomic analysis to explain fertility behavior in India. 

Sare recent studies of fertility in less developed countries re-

vealed that children can be viewed as a productive asset at least at matu-

rity, if not always at birth. 5 As R. G. Ridker (1976) put it, "no one 

would claim that children are desired solely or even primarily because 

of their value as productive assets, but it w::iuld be a rare case in which 

this consideration was entirely absent. And so long as it is present to 

some degree, the econanic benefits and costs of children are w::irth inves-

tigating for they are far more capable of being influenced by policy than 
6 are most of the non-econanic benefits and costs associated with children." 

- -- ...... -- -··--- ,:._ . - --•-·- ,:._ . - . ·--- ,:._ . 
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However, it may be relevant to note that although some writers have advanced 

that parents in low inc~ countries like India prefer high fertility and 

large family size because children are productive economic assets in agri-
7 culture and cottage industry , the previous research has not actually tested 

this hypothesis on the basis of observed rnicro-data.8 

'Ihis paper presents the results of an analysis of the determinants 

of parent demand for children in rural India. There are two primary rea-

sons why the analysis in this paper is restricted to rural houserolds: 

- India is predominantly rural. As per the 1971 Census of Population, 80 

percent of the people 11 ve in villages of India, where the birth rate is 

still close to the traditional high of about 40. 

- The survey data analysed in this paper do not cover urban households 

in India. 

The data analysed in this paper are obtained from an All-India 

sarrple survey of rural households for 1970-71, known as Additional Rural 

Incomes Survey (ARIS), conducted by the National Council of Applied Econo-

mic Research (NCAER) with tre financial support of the USAID (Contract 

No. AID-386-1620) and the approval of the Governroont of India. 9 

A brief description of the theoretical framework for the analysis 

of the ARIS data is given in Section II. 'Ihe empirical results are dus-

cussed in Section III and Section IV presents a sUITITIB.ry of the main 

findings. 
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II. Economic Frarrework for Analysis 

Unlike other fields of applied economics where the problems investi-

gated are sirrple and purely economic, the study of value of children to 

parents in low-income cotmtries is beset with several problems--data 

problems on variables relevant for the study, problems of formulating 

an appropriate frarrework for analysis of data and problems of suitable 

statistical techniques for analysis of data. 

Perhaps the rrost promising analytical framework for the study of econo-

mic value of children to rural households in India is the so-called "new 

home econanics" or "economic theory of the family". According to the pro-

ponents and exponents of this theory, each household is considered as a 

utility-maximizing entity in which the parental decision-makers derive satis-

factions from the quantity and quality of their children as well as other 

consumption comnodities.10 

Recent extensions of this analytical frarrework provide an integrated 

and conparable approach to study several problems of human resources eco-

nanics, such as health, education, nutriticn, migration, labor force par-

ticipation, savings, incaoo, fertility and rrortality. In this franework 

it is possible to view each variable as related to saoo of the other vari-

ables as endogenous or exogenous or both. For example, fertility and family 

size could be analyzed as dependent on wage rates and educational levels of 

parents and the mmt>er of children in a household could be treated as exo-

genous variables influencing the savings and investment behaviour, which 

in turn determine the household income, etc. 



An atterrpt is ma.de 1n this paper to explain the demand for chil-

dren by parents 1n rural households 1n India utilizing the economic 

f~work of household choice in a resource constrained enviromnent. 

This economic fraroowork follows the seminal work of Becker (1960, 1965) 

and is typically stated 1n terms of a single period utility 

6 

fl.ll1ction, a series of household production functions for final l.ll1traded 

consurrption cormxxiities and a budget constraint expressed 1n teI'n'5 of 

both the time of family members and market goods. (T. Paul Schultz, 1974). 

Where: U(.) =the family utility function; 
Zi = final consurrption corrrnodity i; 
fi =production function· of comnodity i; 
Xi = market good 1; 
Mi = husband's time input in carmodity i; 
Fi =wife's til'lE input in conmodity i; 
Y = ITX>ney incane; 
Pi = ITX>ney price of market good i; 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

Nm and Nf = husband and wife t1me allocated to market activities 
for money wages of Wm and Wf respectively; 

V = the return on family's nonhuman wealth; 
T = the total available til'lE each spouse has to allocate 

between market and non-market activities. 

Utility is maximized in this frarrE-work subject to technology, time and 

income constraints when 

--.. :~ •.. ,:~ ~ 
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where ). is the rnargi.nal utility of incane, 'Ir is the shadow price of final 

consumption conrnodity and µ is the marginal utility of t1me. Under optirm.ml 

allocation conditions, the ratios of marginal products of all inputs in each 

activity are equal to the ratios of their shadow prices; for exanple, for 

the male (father) 

A large ni..mt>er of household models can be carved out of the general 

household production framework by both restricting the set of cormx:>di-

ties Z providing utility to the parental decision makers and/or by irn-

posing restrictions on the characteristics of the household production 

relations [see for exanple, the studies contained in T. W. Schultz 

(1974)]. 

For a sinple presentation of th3 model, ass~ that there are only 

two nonmarket corrmodities, the number of children C, and all other ccmood.1-

ties, G, and that both production functions· are linear haoogeneous and 

independent of each other. 

The full price of the i th conmodity is 

2i '!ri = Mi Wm + Fi wf + P1 xi i = C, G. (5) 

Full income, I, of the household is then defined as 

I = 1f C + w G = 'l'W + 'IW + V· (6) c g f m ' 

the full price elasticity of demand for the jth coom:xiity is 



and the full incane elastiCity of demand for the j th cOITIOOdity is 

_ dZj • I 
n JI - dI zj 

8 

The income elasticity is positive, if j is not an inferior conmodity. 

The own-price elasticity, hJlding income constant, must be negative. 

The elasticity of demand for children with respect to nonhuman wealth 

V, is 

v n = CV C (7) 

and if children are not an inferior ccmoodity, as seems plausible for 

rural households in India, this expression should be positive in sign. 

The shares of the total cost of the ith cannodity accounted f!or 

by tiroo inputs of the husband and wife are 

and 

FolloWing Ben-Porath (1974), the elasticity of demand for children 

with respect to a change in the husband's or wife's wages can be ezpressed 

in tenns of these value shares, the shares of full incorre earned in tre 

market by each spouse, and the compensated (holding full incane constant) 

price and incorre elasticities of demand for children. 

w NW 
n = m • ae n (Sme - 3rrG) + .m m 

c aw = -I- ner cwm e11'C m 
(8) 

wf • ae 
"ewe (sfe - 3fG) + 

NfWf 
n = - ·-= r- "er cwr c wf 

(9) 



Let us now assl.llre that the market wage is a function of education ( 10) 
awi 

Wi = ~ (Ei) where aEi > 0, i = f, m 

Education affects the m11Ti>er of children in this theoretical rram&work, 

through its effects on full prices and on full incc:ma. In elasticity 

tenns, 

9 

(10) 

As T. Paul Schultz (1974) pointed out, it is not unreasonable to assl.llre that 

Nm Wm> NfWf' since both male wages and market· hoors worked tend to exceed 

those of females. The positive income effect associated with a change in 

male wages will, therefore, usually exceed that associated with a change 

in female wages, but the price effects are more CCJ?i>lex. If it is as-

sumed that the difference between the female time intensity of children 

and that of other nonrnarket goods equals or exceeds the difference be-

tween the male time intensity of children and that of other nonrnarket 

goods, or, in other words, that 

then the relative magnitudes of the incane effect prevails and 

new > new and nCE > nCE 
m f m f (12) 

Sane econanists may object to the analysis of fertility behavior within 

the above stated theoretical framework because of 
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the absence of a well-organized market in children (e.g., leibenstein 

1975) ~ As Ben - Porath (1975) stated: _ 

.•. The roost prevalent objection to the analysis of fertility via a 

model of ccnsumer or household choice is that fertility is not subject to 

rational behavior by many or rrost people, particularly in traditional so-

cieties. To the extent that fertility in traditional societies is lower 

than the biological maximum, this is a result of taboos and nnres regula-

tins marriage, celibacy, sexual relations, etc., rather than an expres-

sion of any rational policy to restrict family size. " However, 

·~ T •. W, Schultz (1974). pointed QUt. "The difficulty here is· not 

that economic theory is pointless in explaining fertility behavior in 

the low-incorre countries. Ch the contrary, in principle basic eccnomic 

thinking is fully applicable to the poor as it is to the rich countries. 

As a case in point, I (T. w. Schultz 196!1) have l<Dg argued that the 

theory of the firm is analytically as powerfUl in the allocation of re-

sources of poor, small, illiterate farmers in the less-developed coun-

tries as it is in determining the allocative efficiency of farmers, 

say, in Iowa. The usefulness of this theory is no'W widely recognized 

because of many recent successful applications. The same argt.Unent 

holds for a fully developed theory of the oousehold." 

Although the relevance or appropriativeness of the economic models 

for fertility analysis fonnulated on the basis of the theory of alloca-

tion of time is still debatable, an attenpt is ma.de in this paper to 

use this as a ~~rk for the analysis of fertility behavior in rural 

India.11 
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In this first atterrpt of analysis of the analysis of the new set 

of micro-data, it is felt not unreasonable to estimate an unrestricted re-

duced fonn equation obtained by oroinary least squares (OIS) in which fer-

tility is regressed on all exogenous variables that are thought to affect 

directly or indirectly reproduction. It may be relevant to note that 

T. Paul Schultz ( 197 4) pointed out, ."'lhese estimates of the combined direct 

and indirect effects are consistent; that is, they would tend to the true 

parameter values in the existing population if the sarrple were sufficiently 

large and the m::xiel correctly specified. These estimates of the reduced 

fonn equation, however, are less efficient (i.e., they have greater vari-

ance) than those solved from estimates of the entire system of structural 

equations. Without knowledge of the complete m::xiel, its 11mitation and 

restrictions, this may nonetheless be a good unbiased first approximation." 

(See Paul Schultz, 1974, and W. P. futz 1972, for a discussion of the 

guidelines of statistical analysis of this problem in econcmic deroography.) 

The variables that enter the regression analysis of determinants 

of fertility in rural households in India and the empirical results ob-

tained are discussed in the next section. 
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III. Einpirical Results 

A prelim1nary analysis of the data on the fertility behavior of 

rural households in India revealed that it would improve our knowledge 

if all households are partitioned into t\\O distinct groups-those who 

are landed and those who are landless. Conceptually, class struc-
{and the behavior of hQ1.!S~J1ol~ .!'4tlAD-___ ~9.9~~~y are) 

ture of a society \/influenced by a number of factors--econcmic, social 

and political. Social anthropologists in India have till recently given 

greater emphasis to the "caste structure" or, to the distinction between 

vama and j ati in their village studies. However, there is growing con-

census aroong social anthropologists in an agrarian society like India, that 
12 land tmdoubtedly provides an important basis for social cleavages. It 

may also be relevant to note, in this context,that unfortunately the ARIS 

data analysed 1n this paper does not have 1nfonnation on the religion or 

caste of the parents. Trerefore, it is felt that, both from the analyti-

cal and policy view points, the ecooanic value of children in rural India 

should be studied separately for cultivating households (landed house-

holds) and non-cultivating households (landless households). Partitioning 

of all rural households into those who are cultivators and those wh:> are 

not will allow the measurement of the inpact of agricultural development 

programs on fertility and the natalist consequences of the so-called 

ugreen revolution". A priori, one could hypothesize that agricultural 

development would increase the marginal productivity of labour, including 

that of children, erJl)loyed in agriculture and hence the economic value of 

children would increase and thus have a positive effect on the demand 

for children by parents who are cultivators. In this context, it would 
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be interesting to analyse the fertility behavior of farm households and 

non-fann households separately. 

'Ihe variables used in the regression analysis of fertility (the 

mmiber of children-ever-born per wanen) in landed and landless households 

of rural India are defined and their sample means and standard. deviations 

listed in Table 1. 

Landed households (parents) are distinguished fran landless house-

holds (parents) in the analysis by the characteristic that in the fonner 

at least one household member canbines part of his (her) tirre with the 

land cultivated by the household (GCA) along with other fann assets used 

in production (FARMAST) for purposes of generating (fann) incc.m=. There-

fore, for the landed houseoolds, the effect of the size of the cultivated 
~and FARMAST, 

area (GCA)/On the demand for children is estimated. These exogenous 

variables are expected to soow positive (wealth) effects on fertility. 

Four levels of schooling variables for womens' education are used 

in the regression equations: (1) illiterate or literate with no fonna.l 

schooling (WED1); (2) some but no more than primary schooling (WED2) 

(3) schooling above primary but below matric (WED
3

); and (4) matriculation 

and above (WED4) to capture potential non-linear schooling effects, as 

found by Ben-Porath (1974) for Israel. However, for men's educational 

level only a single dunmy variable for all educational categories above 

illiteracy was used in the regression analysis, because it was found that 

alteniative measures similar to women's education did not produce any sig-

nificant difference in the sum of squares of residuals explained by the 

regression equation. Theoretically, women's education variables are 
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Table 1 

Means and Standan:I Deviations of Variables Used in Regressions for Different Age Cohorts of Woiren in Landed and Landless lbuseholds in Rural India 

Wanen in Landed Households Wanen in Larded Ho!!§!lholds 
Variables Definition 35-39 40-44 45-49 35-49 35-39 40-44 45-49 35-49 

CEB71 
Children Ever Born in 1971 4.4226 4. 7927 4.9252 4.6868 4.2727 4. 4602 4.9160 4.5049 
(Le., as on June 30, 1971) (1.9423) (2.1558) (2.4034) (2.1636) (2.1803) (2. 3156) (2.5293) (2. 3362) 

WED2 Education Level of Women 
•l if primary or below 0.0785 0.0364 0.0436 0.0549 0.1313 0.0682 0.1145 0.1050 
•O otherwise (0.2690) (0.1873) (0.2042) (0.2278) (0.3377) (0.2521) (0. 3189) (0.3065) 

WED 3 
Education Level of Women 
•l if above primary but below 

0.0439 0.0252 0.0218 0.0315 0.0354 0.0398 o. 0382 0.0376 matric 
•O otherwise (0.2048) (0.1567) (0.1461) (0.1747) (0.1847) (0.1954) (0.1916) (0.1903) 

WED4 
Education Level of Women 

0.0126 •1 if matric and above 0.0139 o. 0140 0.0093 0.0404 0.0114 0.0229 0.0257 
•O otherwise (0.1169) (0.1175) (0.9622) (0.1115) (0.1969) (0.1060) (0.1496) (0.1584) 

MED Education Level of Husband 
•1 1 f primary or abO'\l'e 0.6374 0.6779 0. 7726 0.6895 0.6313 0.6307 o. 7099 0.6515 
•O other:wise (0.4807) (0.4673) (0.4192) (0.4627) (0.4824) (0.4826) (0.4538) (0. 4765) 

IADP If Parents Live in the Inten-
sive Agricultural Development 
Program 

0.1871 0.2381 0.2399 0.2187 0.2727 0.2273 0.2595 District • 1 0. 2535 
Other:wise • 0 (0.3899) ~0.4259) (0.4270) (0.4134) (0.4454) (0.4191) (0.4384) (0.4350) 

AGEi/ Age of the Woman in Completed 36,35 40.87 46.29 40.67 36.06 40.91 46.29 40.41 
Years as on June 30. 1971 (1.40) (l.29) (1.41) (4.28) (1.35) (1.32) (1.48) (4.29) 

NORTH If the parents live in the 
Northern Regiona • 1 o. 3626 0.3417 o. 3209 0.3438 0.2374 o. 3125 o. 3130 0.2832 
Otherwise • 0 (0. 4807) (0.4743) (0. 4668) (0.4750) (0.4255) ( o. 4635) (0.4637) (0.4505) 

SOUTH rt the parents live in the 
Southern Regionb • 1 0.2217 0.2689 0.2150 0.2349 0.3990 o. 3011 o. 3359 o. 3485 
Otherwise • 0 (0.4154) (0.4434) (0.4108) (0.4240) (0.4897) (0.4587) (0.4723) (0. 4765) 

EAST If the parents live in the 
Eastern Regionc - 1 0.1755 0.1513 0.1745 0.1674 0.1465 0.1818 0.1603 0.1624 
Otherwise • 0 (0.3804) (0.3583) co.3795) (0.3733) (0.3536) (0. 3857) (0.3669) ( 0. 3688) 

GCA Gross Ar~a Cultivated by 5.2791 4.7685 4.7346 4,9577 0 0 0 0 
the household in Hectares ( 4. 9935) (4.5412) (4.8347) (4.8130) 

FARMAST Value of Farm Implements, In-
eluding tractor owned by the 1.8869 1.4233 2.3129 1.8610 0 0 0 0 
household, in thousand Rupees (3.4510) (2.5294) (4.3253) (3.4962) 

DIST. Distance of the village in 
which parents live to the nearest 28.46 21.42 25.61 25.37 27. 76 28. 72 33.92 29.69 
town, in kilometers (107 .00) (54. 79) (78. 77) (85.00) (100.81) (105.67) (122.88) (108.62) 

EDIN If there is an Educational 
Institution in the village 
where the parents live • l 0.8961 0.8992 0.9533 0.9136 0.9495 0.9375 o. 9618 0.9485 
otherwise • 0 (0.3P52) (0.3011) (0.2111) (0.2810) (0.2190) (0.2421) (0.1916) (0.2210) 

RFAC If there is a Registered Fee-
tory in the village or neigh-
boring village • 1 0.0580 0.0504 0.0373 0.0468 0.1515 0.0966 0.1145 0.1228 
Otherwise - 0 (0.2196) (0.2188) (0.1897) (0.2112) (0.3585) . (0.2954) (9. 3184) (0.3282) 

LVSK Value of livestock owned by 0.8956 o.8841 1.0375 0.9329 0.1315 0.1680 0;1086 0.1383 
the household, in thousand Rs. (1. 4137) (1. 4526) (1.5469) (1. 4672) (0.5236) (0.7555) (0.4225) (0.5944) 

HCEN If a health center exists in 
the village where the parents 
live • 1 0.2309 0.1569 0.2617 0.2160 0.4545 0.3864 0.4427 0.4277 
Otherwise • 0 (0.4214) (0.3637) (0.4396) (0.4115) (0.4979) (0. 4869) (0.4967) (0.4947) 

ELEC If the household used elec-
tricity • 1 0.3002 0.2409 ' 0.2835 o. 2763 0.5202 o.4489 0.5098 0. 4911 
Otherwise • 0 (0.4584) (0.4276) (0.4507) (0.4472) (0.4996) (0.4974) (0.5000) (0.4999) 

CORI Child Death Rate 

• Number of Children Dead 0.0797 0.0869 0.0852 0.0836 o. 0705 0.1033 o.12c;2 0.0948 
No. of Children Ever Born (0.1613) (0.1574) (0.1531) (0.1610) (0.1614) (0.2011) (0.1902) (0.1847) 

Number of Observations 433 357 321 1111 198 176 131 505 

Sourees: Additional fuiral Incomes Survey, 'lJlird Ramd, 1970-71, National Council of Applied Econanic Research, New· Delhi 
Note: '11ar:rana, llimachal p;adesh, Janm.i & Kashmir, Madhya Pradesh, Punjab, Uttar Pradesh 

bAndhra Pradesh, Kerala, MYsore (Kamataka), Tamil Nadu 0 Assam, Bihar, Orissa, West Bengal. 

'The Western region consisting of Gujarat Maharashtra, and Rajasthan states is omitted fran the regression equations. 
'The standan:I deviations of the variables are reported in parentheses beneath the means. 'lhe values are unweighted. 
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expected to be negatively associated with the fertility and the mm's edu-

cation (representing the incooe effect) is expected to be positively asso-

ciated with the number of children-ever-born per wcmen. 

In addition to the erq:>irical testing of the hypothesis relating 

to the effects of the education of waoon and rren on the fertility (the 

number of children-ever-born per women) in the theoretical framework de-

scribed in the previous section, the ARIS data enables us to establish 

the relationship between fertility and child m:>rtality. Although the 

theory of household choice does not indicate the nature of the relation-

ship between fertility and child mrtality, one could expect! priori 

that the relationship would be positive. (See for the eJll>irical evidence 

T. P. Schultz (1974) DaVanzo 1970; Hannan, 1970; Nerlove and Schultz, 1970; 

Rutstein 1971~) 

As T. Paul Schultz (1974) pointed out, "If we assuroo that parents 

are nntivated to bear children to accrue benefits fran their mature sur-

viving offspring, the effects of child mortality on desired fertility can 

be divided into two partially offsetting effects: (1) the demand for sur-

vivors and (2) the derived demand for births. Child rortality decreases 

the number of survivors demanded by increasing the expected cost per sur-

vivor; it increases the derived denend for births by increasing the num-

ber of births required to obtain a survivor. 'Ihe final derived demand 

for births will respond positively to the incidence of child rortality 

only if the product of the relative change in expected cost per survivor 

and the price elasticity of demand per survivor is less than unity (in 

absolute value). In the event that the family reduces its completed 

fertility (i.e., birth) as the incidence of child mortality declines, 

-· 
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this tendency toward derrographic stability within the family may be inter-

preted as evidence that parents' demand for surviving children is relatively 

price inelastic. (O'Hara, 1972; Ben-Porath and Welch, 1972). • .. M.11.tiple 

regression analyses based on both individual and grouped data indicate 

that the relationship between fertility and child rrortality is positive 

and statistically significant in such varied environrrents and periods as 

Bangladesh (1951-1961), Puerto Rico (1950-1960); Taiwan (1964-1969), 

Chile (1960), and the Philippines (1968)." In the present analysis of 

ARIS data, the child mortality variable is defined as the ratio of the 

number of children dead to the number of children-ever-born per wanen. 

From an analysis of a time series of cross-sections 'T. Paul Schultz, 

(1972) fol.ll1d that aggregate cross-sectional estimates of the responsive-

ness of fertility to child rrortality may be biased upward. However, the 

nature of the response is nonetheless important to be investigated for 

rural India. 

In order to measure the effect of the new agricultural development 
the 

programs on fertility of wo~n in rural India,/IADP variable is included 

in the regression equations. A priori, one could expect a positive associ-

ation between IADP and fertility variables, assuming that other factors 

remain the sane. 

The value of livestock of the household (LVSK) variable is expected 
1economic contribution• 

to reflect the V of children because herding of cattle is one of the 

inportant tasks perfonood by children 1n rural India. and therefore it 

could be positively associated with fertility. 

'Ihe analysis reported in this paper includes, 1n addition to the above 
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rrentioned variables, some variables representing the corrmunity characteris-

tics for which sample survey data are available, such as the existence of 

a factory in the village where tr..e parents live (RFAC), the existence of 

a health center in the village (HCEN), the presence of an educational insti-

tution in the village (EDIN), the use of electricity (ELEC) and the dis-

tance of the village in which parents live to the nearest urban center (DIST) 

The RFAC variable is expected to measure the effect of the avail-

ability of non-agricultural job opportunities for children and therefore 

a priori expected to have a positive influence on the demand for children. 

The effect of the presence of a health center (HCEN variable) on the 

fertility is difficult to predict when we are controlling for the effect of 

child mortality along with other factors. If the parents take advantage of 

this institutional facility to acquire knowledge and use of contraceptive 

rrethods to llrni t the family size this may have negative effect whereas if 

it improves the health of children by reducing the sickness and loss of 

work it may :irr;:>rove the productivity of children in rural areas and thus 

have a positive effect on the demand for children. 

The existence of ar1 educational institutioo (EDIN variable), although 

it does not reflect the quality of schooling the children can get in the 

village, does reflect the opportl.ll11ties for improving the productivity of 

children and thus increasing their economic value in the long run. Whether 

this variable has any effect or not on the demand for children in rural 

India will be of sane errpirical interest with policy implications. 

The effect of the use of electricity (EIEC variable) in rural areas 

on the demand for children is also difficult to predict. This variable 

could be positively associated with fertility, if the use of electricity 

is for irrigation which increases the prcxiuctivity of labor, including 

that of children employed on the farm. 
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The DIST variable is used here as a proxy for the cost of migration 

and better errployment opportunities in ur tan areas. cne could therefore 

expect that if the distance bet-ween the place of residence and the nearest 

urban center increases, it will have a negative inpact on the demand for 

children, other things remaining the same. 

AGEW (age of the woman in corrpleted years), is used in the regres-

sion equations to control the effect of biological factors, since the 

women in the sample may be still in the child-bearing period. 

Table 2 shows the OIS estimates of the regressions on children-ever 

born per women in the cultivator households and noncultivator households 

separately for women in the age groups of 35-39 years, 40-44 years, 45-49 

years and for the pooled sample of 35-49 age group. 

The woITEn's education variables are generally negatively associated 

with the fertility, controlling for the effect of other variables, although 

not statistically significant in some cases. For the women in landed house-

holds in the age group of 35-39, higher level of schooling (WED4) turned 

out to be statistically significant at 0.01 level and negative. The re-

gression analysis for the pooled saJll)le of women in landed households in 

the 35-49 age group shows that the negative effect of woroon' s educational 

level on fertility increases as the level of education goes up. In 

other words, if women in the landed households are educated beyond pri-

mary level, there· will be a statistically significant negative effect 

on their fertility, other things remaining the same. 

For the wanen in landless households, the influence of wanen's educa-

tion variables on their fertility turned out to be statistically not sig-

nificant at ten per cent level, although they have negative signs generally 

. -.. :. ~·. 



Table 2 

Regressions on Children-Ever-Born per Ever Married Wanan by Age in 1971 
in Landed and Landless Households in Rural India 

Landed Households Landless Households 
Explanatory ~e Grou2 Pooled Age GrouP 
Variable 35-39 o-lili !i5-li9 35-49 35-39 lio-lili li5-li9 

WED2 0.3718 -0.397 -0.987 -0.247 -0.488 0.417 -1.029 
(1. 08) (-0.64) (-1.57) (-0.89) (-1.03) (0.58) (-1.32) 

WED3 -0.082 -0.754 -1.575 -0.599 -1.252 -0.032 -1.260 
(-0.18) (-1.02) (-1.81) (-1.66) (-1.57) (-0.04) (-1.06) 

WED4 -2.393 -0.902 -0.670 -1.442 -0.636 0.739 -2.212 
(-3. 06) (-0.94) (-0.51) (-2.57) (-0.81) (0.43) (-1.46) 

(a) 3.68 0.68 1.83 3.10 1.10 0.17 1.30 

MED 0.6526 1.0559 1.3075 0.9526 1.383 1.000 1.418 
(3. 33) (4.33) (4.29) (6.90) (4.17) (2.75) (2.70) 

CDRI' 0.760 2.538 4.491 2.389 4.166 4.225 2.098 
(1. 32) (3.85) (5.42) (6.15) (4.63) (4.89) (1. 70) 

AGE.VI 0.178 0.118 -0.123 0.036 0.258 -0.043 -0.286 
(2.77) (1.38) (-1.39) (2.49) (2.41) (-0.33) (-1.88) 

LVSK -0.079 0.261 0.090 -0.0005 -0.113 0.048 0.900 
(-0.81) (1.61) ( 0.75) (-0.01) (-0.40) ( 0.17 ) ( 1. 72) 

GCA 0.0515 0.0486 0.0280 0.0482 
( 2.82) (1. 96) ( 1. 06) (3.72) 

IADP 0.2756 0.2128. 0.0313 0.1069 -0.422 -0.201 -0.136 
( 1.16) (0.78) (0.10) (0.69) (.:.i.23) (-0.50) (-0.26) 

HCEN 0.5308 0.7027 0.0903 o.4562 0.091 0.300 1.022 
(2.35) (2 .18) (0.30) (2.87) (0.27) (0,73) ( 1. 82) 

EDIN -0.326 0.121 0.234 0.033 -0.569 0.751 -1. 366 
(-1.06) (0.33) (0.39) (0.15) (-0.84) (1. 08) (-1.17) 

RFAC o.8438 0.977 -0.978 0.515 -0.058 -0.066 -0.970 
( 2.02) (l.91) (-1.44) (1. 73) (-0.13) (-0 11) (-1. 34) 

EIEC -0.488 -0.445 -0.402 -0.436 0.307 -0.500 0.789 
(-2.39) (-1.67) (-1.36) (-3.02) (0.91) (-1. 32) (1. 56) 

DIST -0.0003 0.0006 -0.0013 -0.0007 -0.0030 -0.0019 -0.0004 
C-o.41) (0.32) (-0.82) (-0.90) (-2.13) (-1.05) (-0.24) 

FARMAST 0.0718 -0.186 0.0351 0.0284 
( 1. 79) (-1. 98) (0.81) ( 1. 03) 

INI'ERCEPI' -2.624 -1.347 8.950 2.071 -5.503 4.615 17 .634 
-1.10 (-0.38) (2.14) (3.35) (-1. 39) (0.86) (2.52) 

R2 0.1265 0.1476 0.1951 0.1183 0.2389 0.2028 0.1803 

F Statistic 4.03 3.94 4.93 9.80 4.44 3.17 1.98 
DF (n1, n2) (15,417) (15,341) (15,305) (15,1095) (13,183) (13,162) (13,117) 

SEE 1.850 2.037 2.212 2.046 1.973 2.155 2.423 
n,2 0.0951 0.1101 0.1555 0.1063 0.1851 0.1389 0.0892 

Note: t-statistics are reported in parentheses beneath regression coefficients. 

17 A 

Pooled 
35-49 

-0.165 
(-0.48) 

-0.431 
(-0. 82) 

-0.464 
(-0.72) 

0.39 

1.193 
(5.36) 
J.643 

(6.74) 
0.031 

(1. 37) 
0.171 

(1. 01) 

-0.234 
(-1. 01) 

0.411 
(1.76) 
-0.104 
(-0.23) 
-0.398 

(-1.26). 
0.068 

(0.31) 
-0.0021 

(-2.34) 

2.201 
(2.1) 
0.1634 

7.38 
(13,491) 

2.167 

0.1413 

(a) F-statistic for the set of coefficients of women's education ~Jith (3, n2) degrees of freedan. 
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and the coefficients in Table 2 for pooled sample of 35-49 age group in par-

ticular exhibited an increasing tendency as the level of education increased. 

These results could perhaps be interpreted to show that the opportunity cost 

of the mother's time in bearing and rearing children in landed households is 

relatively nnre important than in the landless households. This finding sug-

gests that, ceteris paribus, increasing the warren's education l«>Uld reduce 

the fertility for landed households. 

The men's.education variable turned out to be statistically signi-

ficant and positive.in both landed and landless households for all age 

cohorts. Thus, the }\ypothesis that the growth in men's education, which 

may be CCl'lSidered as a proxy for incane, is associated with increased 

demand for children, other things rema.inin_g the sane, is not re:ected 

by these data. 

Child nnrtallty (CDRI') is found to be positively associated with co-

hort fertility in both landed households and landless households. It may 

be of sorre interest to note that in Table 2, the size of the coefficient 

of CDRr increases as the cohort ages in the landed households, whereas 

there is no such tendency to be observed for l«>lllen in the landless house-

holds. The coefficient of CDRI' for warren.in the landless households in 

the age groups of 35-39 and 40-J44 years appear to be relatively large 

indicating perhaps a relatively quicker response to adjust fertility 

for the incidence of child roortality in landless households carpared to 

landed households. 

As one might expect, the AGEW turned out to be significantly posi-

tive for women inthe age group of 35-39 years in both landed and land-

less households. However, for the wanen in older age groups, this vari-

able turned out to be either negative or not statistically different from 

zero. 
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The livestock variable (LVSK) is an inportant factor affecting the 

demand for children only in the case of wom:n 1n the age group of 45-49 

years in landless households. 

IADP turned out to be positively associated with fertility of worren 

in landed households and has a negative sign for its coefficient in the 

case of warren in landless households. HO.-lever, the regression coeffici-

ents of the variable turned out to be statistically not significantly 

different from zero and hence one'··may have to interpret that this fac-

tor :is not very irrportant in influencing the decisions of the parents as 

yet in rural India. 
a 

The presence of /health center in the village (HCEN) has positive 

influence on the demand for children whereas the existence of an educa-

tional institution {EDIN) has no influence since its coefficient turned 

out to be significantly not different fran ze.ro. 

'Ihe electricity variable (EIEC) has a significant negative irrpact 

on demand for children for the landed households in rural India, whereas 

it has no statistically significant effect for landless households. 

The distance variable (DIST) turned out to be negatively associated, 

as expected, with the demand for children-however, it is significant only 

for the landless households. This is perhaps not surprising because the 

migration factor or value of ernplo~nt opportunit~es for children in 

urban areas is relatively more irrportant for landless parents compared to 

those who have landed interests in the village. 
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The farm assets (FAR-W3T) variable turned out to be statistically 

significant and positive for women in the younger age cohort (35-39) but 

negative in the case of worren in the 40-44 age group and not signifi-

cant for women in the 45-49 age group. These results are difficult to 

interpret. cne could speculate that the investment in farm assets is 

a complementary good which increases the productivity of children on the 

farm only when the parents are relatively young, whereas it bec~s a 

substitute for children for women in the age group of 40-44 years. 

An attempt is made to include in the regression equations presented 

in Table 3 dUITIT\Y variables for the Regions (North, South, East, West) in 

which the parents live in order to test whether there are any significant 

regional differences associated with the socio-cultural factors that 

affect the demand for children in rural India. The regression coeffi-

cients for the regions turned out to be statistically significant and 

negative. In the case of landless households particularly, the negative 

coefficient for the Southern Region turned out to be relatively larger 

indicating that fertility would decline relatively more in South India 

canpared to other regions, if all other things remain the same. This 

finding is consistent with the fact that in Kerala State in the South, 

the birth rate started to decline relatively earlier than in other states 

of India. 13 

The estimated elasticities of fertility with respect to the central 

variables are reported in Table 4. These estimates appear to be reasonably 

consistent with the estimates of elasticities of fertility obtained by 
14 other researchers for developing counti'Tes.~ It is interesting to note 

that the elasticity of fertility with respect to the size of land culti-



Exp1 anatory 
Variable 

WED3 

(a) 

MED 

CDRI' 

AGEW 

LVSK 

GCA 

IADP 

HCEN 

EDIN 

RFAC 

ELEC 

DIST 

FARMAST 

NORI'H 

SOUI'H 

EAST 

(b) 

INI'ERCEPI' 

R2 

F Statistic 
DF (n1 , n2,) 

SEE 

~ 

Tabli= j 

Re.r:ressions on Chi. ld.. ...... en-Ever-f:,orr: ·: ... ~,r ~~·ieJ-rrLed ~·J01:~:l..r-; c.:~· D:..i'ferenL Ar::c Cohorts 
in La.nded Md I.a.i.'ldlt-"'S3 Hou~eh:.:;ld~, in fillra.2. lndi0 (F~.t.h Rer;ion;:iJ. Du..rnn\'f .V8..ri.ables 

35-39 

o. 52112 
(1. 51) 

0.1219 
(0.27) 

-2.096 
(-2.67) 

3.43 

0.6619 
(3.40) 
0.612 

(1. 06) 
0.1542 

(2.39) 
-0.096 

(-0.97) 
0.0442 

(2. 36) 
0.2754 

(1.16) 
0.4T!9 

(2.09) 
-0.264 

(-0.82) 
0.8513 

(2.04) 
-0.340 

(-1.55) 
-0.0001 

(-0.16) 
0.0765 

(1. 90) 
-0.162 

(-0.64) 
-0.766 

(-2.67) 
-0.261 

(-0.92) 
2.59 

-1.550 
(-0.64) 

0.1426 
3.82 

(18,414) 
1.839 
0.1053 

Landed Households I;mdl!2S3 llousehcld:c. 

-0.463 
(-0.79) 

-0.605 
(-0.81) 

-0.891 
(-0.94) 

Q.b2 

1.0067 
(4.16) 
2.105 

(3.14) 
0.1193 

(1. 37) 
0.2983 

(1. 82) 
0.0367 

(1. 47) 
o. 3231 

(1.18) 
0.7194 

(2.22) 
-0.064 

(-0.17) 
1.1471 

(2.22) 
-0.444 

(-1.59) 
0.0008 

(0.41) 
-0.203 

(-2.15) 
-0.790 

(-2.53) 
-0.774 

(-2.37) 
-1.155 

(-3.10) 
3,94 

-0.501 
(-0.14) 

0.176ii 
4.02 

(18,338) 
2.012 
0.1325 

45-4') 

-0.918 
(-1. 50) 

-1. 473 
(-1. 72) 

-0.339 
(-0.267) 

l.hl 

1.3219 
(4.44) 
3.844 

( 4. 63) 
-0.096 

(-1.09) 
0.160 

(l. 2Q) 

r:1. Olli~-' 
(0.44) 
0.1007 

(0.33) 
-0.103 

(-0. 34) 
0.058 

(0.09) 
-0.835 

(-1.25) 
-0.228 

(-0.75) 
-0.0008 

(-0.53) 
0.0237 

(0.54) 
-1.190 

(-3.42) 
-1.278 

(-3.40) 
-1.376 

(-3.59) 
6.61 
8.879 

(2.12) 

5,44 
(18,302) 

2.153 
0.1997 

Pooled 
i5-49 

-0.162 
(-0.59) 

-0.394 
(-1.10) 

-1.171 
(-2.10) 

1.82 

0.9350 
(6.87) 
2.071 

(5.32) 
0.0334 

(2.32) 
0.0112 

(0.17) 
0.0386 

(2.95) 
0.1542 

(1.00) 
0.3652 

(2.29) 
-0.017 

(-0.76) 
0.6284 

(2.12) 
-0.333 

(-2.2) 

-0.0005 
(-0.66) 

0.0258 
(0.94) 
-0.620 

(-3.62) 
-0.940 

(-5.03) 
-0.895 

(-4.55) 
10.93 

2.858 
(4.54) 
0.1441 

10.21 
(18,1092) 

2.019 
0 .. 1300 

-0.393 
(-0.80) 

-1.074 
(-1. 32) 

-0. 428 
(-0.53 

Q.bO 

1. 3826 
(4.12) 
3.968 

(4.26) 
0.2628 

(2.45) 
-0.165 

(-0.59) 

-0.342 
(-0.98) 

0.0989 
(0.3(J) 

-0.780 
(-1.15) 
-0.055 

(-0.12) 
0.626 

(1. 71) 
-0.0028 

(-2.03) 

-0.749 
(-1.69) 
-0.991 

(-2.21) 
-0.520 

(-1.06) 
1. 75 

-5.028 
(-1.28) 

0.2604 
3,98 

(16,181) 
1.961 
0.1950 

0.929 
(1. 26) 

0.092 
(0.10) 

0.302 
(0.17 
0.54 

0.9515 
(2.61) 
3,776 

(4.26) 
-0.087 

(-0.68) 
0.058 

(0.21) 

-0.122 
(-0. 30) 

0.2545 
(U.63) 
0.512 

(0.73) 
-0.101 

(-0.17) 
-0.100 

(-0.25) 
-0.0017 

(-0.94) 

-0.489 
(-0.98) 
-1. 434 

(-2.69) 
-0.646 

(-1.18) 
2."61 
7.215 

(1. 35) 
0.2403 
3.14 

(16,159) 
2.124 

-0.584 
(-0.74) 

-0.978 
(-0.82) 

-2.090 
(-1.40) 

o.85 

1.1994 
(2. C>4) 

1.849 
( 1. 51) 
-0.245 

(-1.59) 
1.054 

(2.04) 

-0. 02'.i 
(-0.0",) 

0.9207 
(1. 75) 
-1. )61 

(-1.35) 
-0.996 

(-1.38) 
1.204 

(2.31) 
-0.0009 

(-0.48) 

-1.084 
(-1. 64) 
-1.824 

(-2.66) 
-1.083 

(-1.39) 
2.37 

17.025 
(2.44) 
0.2284 
2.11 

(16,114) 
2.382 
0.120] 

Note: t statistics are reported in parentheses beneath regression coefficients 

(0. 33) 

-0.18') 
(--0. y:;) 

-0.237 
(-0.37) 

o. ]') 
1.1017 

(4.94) 
3.280 

(5.95) 
'(}. 033 

(1. 45) 
0.173 

(1.04) 

-0. J,?;) 
(-(J.~2) 

0.404') 
[1./7) 

-j.356 
(-0. f.;(1) 

-0.393 
(-1.25) 

o.446 
( 1. 89) 
-0.0021 

(-2.33) 

-0.728 
(-2.50) 
-1. 389 

(-4.61) 
-0.729 

(-2.23) 
7.10 
3.028 

(3.02) 
0.1984 
7.55 

(l(;,488) 
2.128 
J.17?1 

(a) F-statistic for the set of coefficients of women's education with ( 3, n2 ) degrees cf freedor1 
(b) F'-statistic .rm• ti1e set of coeffici~nts of Regions- North, South, East with (3, n2 ) dcr;ree:; of f'~c~cdGL 

... ··••·· :'.:.. 
. ... . .. ~·- ,:._ . 



Explanatory 
Variable 35-39 --
Women's 
Education 

WED2 . 0.0066 
WED3 -0.0008 
WED4 -0.0075 

Men's 
Education 0.0941 

Mortality 0.0137 

Size of Land 
Cultivated 0.0615 

Table 4 

Estimates of Elasticities of Demand for Children in Rural India 
(With Respect to Central Variables in the Regression Equations of Table 2) 

Landed Households Landless Households 
Pooled 

40-44 45-49 35-49 35-39 40-44 45-49 

-0.0029 -0.0087 -0.0029 -0.0150 0.0064 -0.0240 

-0.0040 -0.0070 -0.0040 -0. 0104 -0.0003 -0.0098 

-0.0026 -0.0013 -0.0039 -0.0060 0.0019 -0.0103 

0.1493 0.2051 0.1401 0.2043 0.1414 0.2047 

0.0460 0.0777 0.0~26 0.0688 0.0978 o.·0513 

0.0484 0.0269 0.0510 

20 B 

Pooled 
35-49 

-0.0038 

-0.0036 

-0.0026 

0.1726 

o.0767 

Note: Elasticity coefficients are estimated at the point of means. The elasticities with respect to the education 
dummy variables will have to be interpreted carefully. 
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vated appear to decline as cohort ages for worren in landed households. 

IV. Surrrning Up 

'lhe main objective of this study is to estiinate the nature of 

influence of parental educational level, landholdings, child mortality 

and conmunity level indicators of soci~conomic development on fertility 

( i. e • , the number of children-ever-born per worren) of married worren in 

rural India. Analysis of the sample survey data (third round of ARIS 

conducted by the NCAER, New Delhi for 1970-71) is performed separately 

for worren in the landed households (i.e., fanning families) and for waren 

in the landless households (i.e., non-cultivators), because landownerspj_p 

and cultivation is -asst.nred to increase the price of time of 

mothers and increase the opportunity value of child labor. Classi-

fication of households by caste or religion, potentially important for 

the study, was not possible due to lack of relevant data in the ARIS 

data files. 

The results of analysis presented in this paper reveal that, con-

trolling for the effect of other variables, 

(a) husband's education increases the fertill ty--which is interpreted 

in the theoretical frarrework for analysis as the incane effect on demand 

for children; 

(b) wife's education reduces the fertility for the landed households 

-which may be interpreted in the theoretical ~work of the analysis 

to show that for the woroon in landed households education increases the 

value of their tinE in allocative managerrent of fann resources; 

f: 
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(c) the size of land cultivated by the household increases the 

fertility showing a positive wealth effect on the demand for children by 

the landed households; and 

(d) the fertility is generally higher in those rural households, 

whether they are cultivators or non-cul ti vatore, that experience higher 

child rrnrtality rates indicating that a reduction in child mortality 

levels will reduce the fertility of \\Qrnen in rural India. 

Most village level variables turned out to be not statistically sig-

nificant in accounting for fertility differences, although landed house-

holds in the IADP villages had s~what higher fertility and households 

in the Southern region of India exhibited notably lower fertility, con-

trolling for the effect of other individual household characteristics. 

'Ihe existence of a factory in the village had a significant positive im-

pact on the demand for children for the landed households and turned out 

to be not significant for landless households. 

The distance fran the village to the· nearest urban center representing 

the cost of migration or obtaining employment opportunities in urban areas 

had the anticipated negative association with fertility--but it is statis-

tically significant for the landless households only. 

In conclusion, it may be noted that the results of a lirnited 

exercise presented in this paper demonstrated the usefulness of the 

economic frarrework for analysis which suggests that parents in rural In-

dia, in deciding the number of births they will have, do respond to the 

advantages and disadvantages of having children. Too little 
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of the research work published on household decision-making in India is 

based on primary data. Testing of many of the findings reported here and 

the related issues in the econanic framework of houseoold behavior will 

provide useful insights for fonmllating appropriate policies in India • 

.. 
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FDCYI'NOTES 

1. Implementation of the family planning program, under the Indian 

constitution, is largely the responsibility of the state goverrnnents. 

The tardy progress made in this field is partly because public apporval 

and acceptance of this are largely missing, while the policies and pro-

grams are prepared from the top by the central goverrunent. See, for an 

elaboration of this, V. Jagannadham (1973). 

2. See, for example, a report by Kasturi Rangan in the New York 

Times, Sunday, August 21, 1977, Page E 3, which clearly states that 

"India's states were allotted impossibly high sterilization targets and 

failure to meet them resulted in derotions or dismissals. Chief state 

ministers vied with each other to please the "prince", as the son of 

Mrs. Indira Gandhi, came to be known, and ordered involuntary sterili-

zatim. Riots in which police gun fire killed several hundred persons, 

ensued in Haryana, I€1hi, Uttar Pradesh, and Bihar states. Several hun-

dred more persons, according to official reports, died of infections 

after sterilization operations. Due to censorship, news of deaths was 

suppressed. Opposition to the sterilization program was a factor in 

Mrs. Gandhi's defeat last March." 

3. See, for example, Paul I€meny (1976) who stated that "the econo-

mic theory of fertility presented by Professor Paul Schultz had a poten-

tially important role to play in clarifying the central issues of population 

policy, even though the crux of the problem lay in the field of politics 

rather than in the field of pure theory of econanetrics." (emphasis added) • 

.,. .. :. ~-. ,:._ . 
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4. See, for example, a survey article on "Derrographic Research 

in India: 1947-1965" by Ashish Bose in Ashish Bose et. al. (1974). Also 

S. N. Agarwala (1973) S. Chandrasekhar (1972) S. P. Jain (1964), and 

Vasaria and Jain (1976). 

5. See T. Paul Schultz (1977) for an elaboration of this view. 

6. The value of children is a topic on which theorizing bout 

fertility fran different academic viewpoints has begun to converge in 

recent years. See J. T. Fawcett et. al. (1974), F. Arnold et. al. 

(1975), B. Berelson (1972), E. JVb.leller (1976) and R. G. Repetto (1976). 

7. See, for example, M. Mamdani (1972) and M. Nag (1972). Also, 

Paul J. Isenman and H. W. Singer (1977) argued that "In very poor countries, 

children, who becore net positive econanic assets at a young age, are 

the best insurance against a disastrous reduction in family earnings 

through disability or old age." 

8. Rosenzweig and Evenson (Econanetrica, July 1977} in their paper 

originally presented at the Third World Congress of the Econaretric So-

ciety, Toronto, Canada, utilized the district level data on fertility, 

schooling and econcmic contribution of children in rural India. Most 

other previous studies of fertility in India, including those by R. B. 

Anker (1973); K. Dandekar (1967); V.M. Dandekar and K. Dandekar (1953); 

N. V. Sovani and K. Dandekar (1955); C. Chandrasekharan and M.V. George 

(1962); E. D. Driver (1963); P. B. Gupta and C. R. Ma.lakar (1963); 

H. Loebner and E. Driver (1973); S. B. JVb.lkherjee (1961); J. R. Rele 

(1963); J. N. Sinha (1957); M. L. Srivatsava (1969); G. S. Sahota and 

C. K. Sahota (1975); and G. B. Saxena (1969) have had a limited geographi-
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cal scope in terms of their data base and with the exception of the 

Studies of Sahota and Sahota (1975) and Rosenzweig and Evenson (1977) 

previous studies of fertility are not based on arry economic theoretical 

framework. 

9. See M. T. R. Sanna et. al. (1975) for the sampling desigfl, con-

cepts and definitions used in the ARIS and M.T.R. Sanna (1976) for an 

analysis of the effects of children on selected items of consumption 

expenditure based on the ARIS data. F\Jnds for additional coding of the 

data were provided by Resources for the Future, Inc. 

10. The origins of this econanic approach may be found in Becker (1960)., 

Mincer (1963), Becker (1965), and elaborations in Willis (1974), Ben-Porath 

·and Welch (1972), T. P. Schultz (1973,1974), T. W. Schultz (1973) Becker 

and Lewis (1974), DeTray (1974), Nerlove (1974), Micha.el (1974) and Pol-

lack and Wachter (1975) and Rosenzweig (1977). Sone critical comnents and 

assessments of this theoretical franework may be found in Griliches (1974), 

Namboodiri (1972), Okun (1960), lliesenberry (1960), Easterlin (1975), S.H. 

Cochrane (1975), Blake (1968) . .: Tobin (1974), Liebenstein (1974). Also, 

it may be relevant to note that Sirncn Kuznets (1969) stated that he would 

be inclined "to assign rather lirnited weight to the purely econanic vari-

ables for several reasons: the decisions on birth rates are long-term, 

knowledge needed for the economic calculus is lirn1ted; and in less developed 

countries the effects of different social institutions and life patterns 

min:1mize eocnanic weights relative to sheer survival." Yorarn Ben-Porath 

(1975) after a careful assessment of the re ent work in the m±crci>-econornics 

of fertility concludes that "as a framework it has encouraged spstematic 

treatment of data connecting fertility and in jmproving the thinking about 

the detenninaticn of family size."· Also, as T. W. Schultz (1974) pointed 
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out, a general theory of household decision-making is equally applicable 

to explain the fertility behaviour in low-incoITE countries as it is in 

rich countries. 

11. For many general econanists in India who have only recently 

accepted human capital theory as not entirely useless but consider the 

econanics of suicide or prostitution as a frivolous and not entirely re-

spectable stretching of the discipline, the econanics of fertility, as 

Yoram Ben-Porath (1975) put it, may still be in the grey area. 'I'Mrefore 
it may be relevant for them as well as others to note that, although very 

little research work was done in India in extending econanics to the study 

of fertility behaviour, interest am:>ng econanists in developed countries 

has been revived by I..eibenstein (1957), Becker (1960, 1965) Easterlin 

(1968, 1969, 1975) and T. W. Schultz (1974) who rendered a ~ntmiental 

service to the profession by bringing out a collection of recent studies 

1n the economics of the family. Excellent surveys and evaluation of the 

studies on economics of fertility may be found in T. Paul Schultz (1973, 

1974, 1976), H. I..eibenstein (1974) and J. Simon (1974). 

12. See Andre Beteille (1974), Studies in'.Agrarian Social Structure, 

Oxford University Press, Delhi 1974. 

13. See U.N. (1975) Poverty, Unernployrent and Develoµnent Policy: 

A Case Study of Selected Issues with Reference to Kerala, United Nations 

Publication, Sales No. E.75.IV.ll, pp. 133-145. 

14. See T. Paul Schultz, (1974) for a sunmary of the analytical 

.results obtained for other developing countries. 
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